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1. FastPval can process very large datasets. Let's say the dataset size is 100GB. We will split the dataset into 20GB parts based on user's p-value (default: 10^-5). We will do that until p-value = 10^-5. The 20GB parts will be stored in memory. 2. Each partition has a preset mode to store data, for example: binary matrix. 3. The software will create a model based on the background
data for each partition. 4. Each partition will be used to calculate p-value for background using different model. 5. Results are stored and can be compared with each other. 6. FastPval will be much faster than traditional method that relies on storing the whole dataset. 7. FastPval will be memory efficient. For example, if we have 100GB data, and the user specified p-value is
10^-5, then the data will be split into 20GB parts. The size of each part will be about 10GB. Using the default mode, FastPval will use 2GB memory only. 8. To use fastPval, all we need is to pass the file containing the dataset to the software and specify the p-value for each partition. Applications FastPval is currently used in the following software packages: 1. The R package
"fastPval" 2. The Bioconductor package "twilight" 3. The R package "getopt" 4. The R package "pROC" Installation Firs install R with: > install.packages("r-release") Next, install R package "fastPval": > install.packages("fastPval") Configuration User can specify different parameters for FastPval. The default parameters are suitable for most cases. Parameters that we suggest
users to consider: - p-value: user specify a p-value to do the analysis (default: 10^-5) -
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data= all_data.csv #inputs: #- 'n' : the size of the part in the dataset #- 'p_value_to_split' : the p-value to split the dataset #-'sample_size' : the size of the resampled part #-'max_m' : the model to construct #-'model_size' : the size of the model used #-'split_points' : the start index and the end index to separate the dataset #- 'comparison_method' : the comparison method to search the
p-value #-'resampled_data' : the resampled data #output: #-'score' : the p-value from the resampled data #- 'part' : the p-value of the resampled part in the original dataset #-'model' : the logistic model used to calculate the p-value #-'resampled_data_list' : the p-values of the resampled data after sorted and search by score #- 'n' : the size of the part in the dataset data= all_data.csv
#inputs: #- 'n' : the size of the part in the dataset #- 'p_value_to_split' : the p-value to split the dataset #-'sample_size' : the size of the resampled part #-'max_m' : the model to construct #-'model_size' : the size of the model used #-'split_points' : the start index and the end index to separate the dataset #- 'comparison_method' : the comparison method to search the p-value
#-'resampled_data' : the resampled data #output: #-'score' : the p-value from the resampled data #- 'part' : the p-value of the resampled part in the original dataset #-'model' : the logistic model used to calculate the p-value #-'resampled_data_list' : the p-values of the resampled data after sorted and search by score #- 'n' : the size of the part in the dataset data= all_ 77a5ca646e
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- Each dataset can be broken into several chunks according to the user defined p-value. - The model can be different for each chunk. - After the model is built, the p-value can be easily calculated for each chunk. - When the chunks are too large, we can further break the chunk into smaller chunks. - The algorithm is based on shrinkage estimator using modified Lasso (or Elastic
Net). It keeps the sign of nonzero estimate and shrink the large values toward 0. - All the nonzero estimates from different chunks are put together to build the final estimation. - The final estimation and the chunk labels are saved for every chunk for later use. Waves, Farthest et al. (2003) introduce a general p-value analysis of Numerical Weather Prediction models based on local
approximate solutions of the regression equations. The technique, called Probabilistic Interpolation, was shown to be fairly accurate and robust against false positives. This paper proposes an algorithm to test the robustness of the results against the introduction of a random disturbance in the background data. The main goals are: to validate the robustness of the results to random
noise; to provide a semi-quantitative measure of the dispersion of the results obtained with the approximate solution; and to demonstrate the dependence of the results to the size of the training set. The results obtained with the proposed method are in good agreement with those obtained by Monte Carlo simulations. Probabilistic Lasso is a family of regression methods with
provable oracle properties, for both linear and non-linear models. Its effectiveness has been demonstrated in many signal processing, medical and econometrics applications. The probabilistic lasso is a model-based shrinkage method for linear regression. It was also proposed to use for non-linear regression. The objective is to find a non-zero vector from the linear or non-linear
regression model by optimizing a combination of sparsity and smoothness. The probabilistic lasso is originally proposed to use the least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (lasso) as a sparsity-seeking step and the least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (elastic net) as a smoothness-seeking step. Compared with the traditional lasso and elastic net, probabilistic lasso
has several advantages: (1) it is robust against model misspecification; (2) it is faster to compute; and (3) it is more able to recover the true

What's New in the?

FastPval (Fast P-Value Computing) is a software for computing large numbers of p-values (in this case empirical p-values) from large and complex datasets. It makes computation faster and uses less memory. It is more efficient than the exact method using permutation or resampling. [FastPval] [] p-value calculator [FastPval::getPValue] [<N>] p-value [<M>] N background files
[FastPval::computePValue] [<N>] p-value [<M>] N background files For more info please refer to the official site ( Usage examples: [FastPval] [] p-value fastpval -t SN_dir -o PN_dir N SN_files [FastPval::getPValue] [N] [<M>] file fastpval -f PN_file -t SN_dir -o PN_dir -n N SN_files [FastPval::computePValue] [<N>] [<M>] file fastpval -f PN_file -t SN_dir -o PN_dir -n N
SN_files (struct mtd_info *master, struct mtd_partition *part) { struct nand_chip *chip = master->priv; unsigned int offset, size; uint8_t bytes[0x100]; uint8_t *buffer; if (!part->size) return; /* read the partition offset */ offset = part->offset; /* * The 2nd byte on the 16-bit NAND window has already been used to * indicate the partition size in the first byte. */ size = part->size -
1
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System Requirements:

Available on the Microsoft Windows platform. OS: Windows XP/Vista/7 Processor: 1.6 GHz CPU Memory: 1 GB RAM Graphics: DirectX 9.0 compatible video card DirectX: Version 9.0 Hard Drive: At least 1 GB available space System Requirements: Graphics: DirectX 9.0 compatible
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